Enhance your team’s productivity with ergonomic accessories that keep them comfortable throughout their busy days.

Monitor mounts, laptop and tablet stands, sit-stand workstations, and anti-fatigue mats can help ensure you promote comfort and wellness amongst your team while they work from home.

Dual-Monitor Stand - Horizontal - Black

Dual-Monitor Stand - Horizontal - Silver

Quad-Monitor Stand - Articulating - Steel & Aluminum

Quad-Monitor Stand - Articulating - Steel & Aluminum

Single Desk-Mount Monitor Arm - Full Motion - Articulating - Steel

Single Desk-Mount Monitor Arm - Full Motion Articulating - Steel

Desk-Mount Monitor Arm with Laptop Stand - Full Motion - Articulating
Ergonomic Accessories for Comfortable Home Office Solutions

Enhance your team’s productivity with ergonomic accessories that keep them comfortable throughout their busy days.

- Sit-Stand Desk Converter - Large 35” Work Surface
  - Armstslg

- Monitor Riser Stand - Steel and Aluminum - Height Adjustable
  - Monstnd

- Under-Desk Keyboard Tray - Adjustable
  - Kbtrayadj

- Portable Laptop Stand - Adjustable
  - Ltriserp

- Adjustable Laptop Stand - Heavy Duty - 3 Height Settings
  - Ltstnd

- Phone and Tablet Stand - Universal - Multi Angle - Foldable
  - Uspltstnd

- Document Holder - 7 Angle Settings
  - Docholdstnd

Learn more: www.startech.com
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Ergonomic Accessories for Comfortable Home Office Solutions

Enhance your team’s productivity with ergonomic accessories that keep them comfortable throughout their busy days.

- Wrist Rest - Ergonomic - Sliding - Silver
  - [ROLWRSTRST]
- Balance Board for Standing Desks or Sit-Stand Workstations
  - [BALBOARD]
- Adjustable Under-Desk Foot Rest
  - [FTRST1]
- Ergonomic Anti-Fatigue Mat for Standing Desks
  - [STSMAT]
- Foam Keyboard Wrist Rest for Ergonomic Typing Support
  - [WRSTRST]
- Anti-Fatigue Mat for Standing Desks - Large
  - [STSMATL]
- Ergonomic Rocking Foot Rest with Cable Management
  - [FTRST2]
- Anti-Fatigue Mat for Standing Desks - Active Standing Desk Mat
  - [STSMATC]